
Theories of social behavior are not~as tradi-
tionally argued, subject to empirical correc-
tion and progressive refinementacress time.
Patterns of human conduct are, for the most
part, historically contingent, thus rendering
behavioral theory sidnerable to historical
decay. Dissemination of theory may also
hasten such decay. [The Social Sciences Cita-
tion index0 (SSCi~)indicates that this paper
has been cited in over 190 publIcations since
1973j
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“Although many of the ideas in this paper
were developed while I was a graduate stu-
dent, and later presented to seminars at Har-
vard University. at the time I saw little prom-
ise of publication. Not only did most of the
important journals in the field discourage
reflexive scrutiny, but my ideas were at
variance with the traditionally accepted
beliefs and all the more unlikely to be ac-
cepted from a fledgling scholar. It was not
until I had published a sizable number of
more traditional articles, and had thus
gained membership in an elite organization,
the Society for Experimental Social Psychol-
ogy, that the door was opened to publishing
my ideas. A presentation at a society
meeting prompted the editor of the most
central journal in the discipline to ask if I
would submit a piece for possible publica-
tion. Many months after submission of the
requested article, the editor indicated that
he could find no one willing to review the
piece. Later, when he agreed to publish, the
article was placed at the end of the journal.
In spite of its obscure positioning, however,

the immediate result was somewhat stagger-
ing. Unlike anything I had written within the
traditional mold, I received hundreds of re-
print requests, letters of both support and
disapproval, papers that extended or at-
tacked the thesis, and many invitations to
speak. On the other hand, the journal editor
seemed to feel that he had made an error.
He accepted only one paper1 on the issues
raised by my paper, a biting defense of tradi-
tional empiricism. This piece was allowed to
exceed my own in length and was featured
as a lead article. Response from me and all
others was then barred as a matter of edito-
rial policy. His stance was later adopted by
his colleague, an editor of a second major
journal. In this case, my extension of the ini-
tial article, an invited address to the Ameri-
can Psychological Association, was denied
publication after it had passed peer review
on the apparent grounds that it would dam-
age the reputation of the field. This avtide
was subsequently published in a European
journal.2

“In spite of these various problems, the
issues I have raised concerning the charac-
ter of the science and its potential have
become the focal point for several interna-
tional symposia, special sections in other
periodicals, interviews, and books. Many
others are now engaging in reevaluation and
one is able to recognize a significant move-
ment to reconceptualize the nature of the
science. Many of the critical issues sur-
rounding this movement are now featured in
my recent book, Toward Transformation in
Social Knowledge.3 There appear to be a
number of reasons for the widespread inter-
est in the initial article. First, the arguments
represented an attack on the long prevailing
understandings of the discipline. Their im-
pact was enhanced by the fact that for ten
years I had contributed actively to this tradi-
tion; in effect, l was not an outsider. In addi-
tion. the fact that the article appeared in the
major periodical of the field seemed to give
it positive sanction. However, the article
also seemed to speak either directly or indi-
rectly to the concerns of a broad number of
investigators, particularly in the younger
ranks, who had unexpressed doubts about
the traditional cast of the discipline. It
seemed to capture a certain aspect of a then
unarticulated Zeitgeist.”
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